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QUESTION: 54
What performance benefit is provided by using the HPE StoreVirtual DSM for
Microsoft MPIO instead of the standard MPIO?

A. The HPE DSM increases availability and reduces latency and throughput.
B. The storage system, which holds a copy of the requested data, services the read I/Os.
C. The iSCSI connections are blocked to non-critical nodes in the cluster by default.
D. The storage system, which receives a copy of the data, does not service the write I/O.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 55
A customer is evaluating an HPE 3PAR StoreServ system in a proof-of-concept project.
The customer wants to receive emails about important storage system events and alerts.
What feature do you need to configure?

A. HPE OneView integration
B. Secure Service Agent
C. Real-time Alert Processing
D. Local Notification Service

Answer: D

QUESTION: 56
What can move data directly from a snapshot to backup storage independent of backup
server software?

A. SSMC
B. CLI
C. Express Protect
D. Virtual Lock

Answer: C

QUESTION: 57
A customer needs to store a large amount of unstructured data that must be queried
quickly. Which type of storage meets the customer’s needs?

A. object
B. hash
C. file
D. flash

Answer: A

QUESTION: 58
A customer currently has a CS1000H and wants to upgrade to a CS3000. What must be
considered before upgrading?

A. This upgrade is disruptive and needs planned downtime.
B. A capacity upgrade to a fully populated array has to be performed first.
C. Timeless storage support is not offered for SC1000H entry-level systems.
D. A controller upgrade to a CS1000F has to be performed first.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 59
A customer is concerned about the business risks of non-compliance for long-term data
protection, retention, immutability, and encryption on petabytes of data consisting of
millions of objects in a global namespace across multiple geographic locations.
Which products should you recommend to the customer to address their concern?
(Choose two.)

A. HPE StoreOnce Systems
B. HPE Complete Veeam
C. HPE Complete iTernity iCAS
D. HPE Scality RING on HPE Apollo Servers
E. HPE 3PAR StoreServ 9000
Answer: C, ?

QUESTION: 60
Which statement is correct when discussing the RAID layout of an HPE Nimble CS3000
storage system?

A. RAID 6 triple parity is set up -21 data drives are used for RAID stripes.
B. RAID 6 triple parity is set up -18 data drives are used for RAID stripes.
C. RAID 6 or RAID 1 can be set up -24 data drives are used for RAID stripes.
D. RAID 6 or RAID 1 can be set up -18 data drives are used for RAID stripes.

Answer: A
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